Abstract. State-of-the-art algorithms for solving hard computational problems often expose many parameters whose settings critically affect empirical performance. Manually exploring the resulting combinatorial space of parameter settings is often tedious and unsatisfactory. Automated approaches for finding good parameter settings are becoming increasingly prominent and have recently lead to substantial improvements in the state of the art for solving a variety of computationally challenging problems. However, running such automated algorithm configuration procedures is typically very costly, involving many thousands of invocations of the algorithm to be configured. Here, we study the extent to which parallel computing can come to the rescue. We compare straightforward parallelization by multiple independent runs with a more sophisticated method of parallelizing the model-based configuration procedure SMAC. Empirical results for configuring the MIP solver CPLEX demonstrate that near-optimal speedups can be obtained with up to 16 parallel workers, and that 64 workers can still accomplish challenging configuration tasks that previously took 2 days in 1-2 hours. Overall, we show that our methods make effective use of large-scale parallel resources and thus substantially expand the practical applicability of algorithm configuration methods.
Introduction
Heuristic algorithms are often surprisingly effective at solving hard combinatorial problems. However, heuristics that work well for one family of problem instances can perform poorly on another. Recognizing this, algorithm designers tend to parameterize some of these design choices so that an end user can select heuristics that work well in the solver's eventual domain of application. The way these parameters are chosen often makes the difference between whether a problem ends up being "easy" or "hard", with differences in runtime frequently spanning multiple orders of magnitude.
Traditionally, the problem of finding good parameter settings was left entirely to the end user (and/or the algorithm designer) and was solved through manual experiments. Lately, automated tools have become available to solve this algorithm configuration (AC) problem, making it possible to explore large and complex parameter spaces (involving up to more than seventy parameters with numerical, categorical, ordinal and conditional values; e.g., [1, 2, 3] ). Procedures for automated algorithm configuration have advanced steadily over the past few years, and now can usually outperform default settings determined by human experts even in very large and challenging configuration scenarios. However, automated algorithm configuration is computationally expensive: AC procedures involve repeatedly running the algorithm to be configured (the so-called target algorithm) with different parameter settings, and hence consume orders of magnitude more computing time than a single run of the target algorithm.
Substantial amounts of computing time are now readily available, in the form of powerful, multi-core consumer machines, large compute clusters and on-demand commodity computing resources, such as Amazon's Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2). Nevertheless, the computational cost of AC procedures remains a challenge-particularly because the wall-clock time required for automated algorithm configuration can quickly become a limiting factor in real-world applications and academic studies. As ongoing increases in the amount of computing power per cost unit are now almost exclusively achieved by means of parallelization, the effective use of parallel computing resources becomes an important issue in the use and design of AC procedures.
Most AC procedures are inherently sequential in that they iteratively perform target algorithm runs, learn something about which parameters work well, and then perform new runs taking this information into account. Nevertheless, there are significant opportunities for parallelization, in two different senses. First, because all state-of-the-art AC procedures are randomized, the entire procedure can be run multiple times in parallel, followed by selection of the best configuration thus obtained. Second, a finer-grained form of parallelism can be used, with a centralized process distributing sets of target algorithm runs over different processor cores. Indeed, the literature on algorithm configuration already contains examples of both the first [1, 4, 2, 3] and second [4, 5] forms of parallelization.
Here, we present a thorough investigation of parallelizing automated algorithm configuration. We explore the efficacy of parallelization by means of multiple independent runs for two state-of-the-art algorithm configuration procedures, PARAMILS [4] and SMAC [6] , investigating both how to make the best use of wall-clock time (what if parallel resources were free?) and CPU time (what if one had to pay for each CPU hour?). We present a method for introducing fine-grained parallelism into model-based AC procedures and apply it to SMAC. We evaluate the performance of the resulting distributed AC procedure, D-SMAC, as in contrast to and in combination with parallelization by means of multiple independent runs. Overall, we found that D-SMAC outperformed independent parallel runs and achieved near-perfect speedups when using up to 16 parallel worker processes. Using 64 parallel workers, we still obtained 21-fold to 52-fold speedups and were thus able to solve AC problems that previously took 2 days in 1-2 hours.
Methods for Parallelizing Algorithm Configuration
In this section, we describe two methods for parallelizing algorithm configuration: performing multiple independent runs and distributing target algorithms runs in the modelbased configuration procedure SMAC.
Multiple Independent Runs
Any randomized algorithm with sufficiently large variation in runtime can usefully be parallelized by a simple and surprisingly powerful method: performing multiple independent runs (see, e.g., [7, 8, 9] ). In particular, it has been shown that the runtime of certain classes of local search procedures closely follows an exponential distribution [10] , implying that optimal speedups can be achieved by using additional processor cores. Likewise, some complete search procedures have been shown to exhibit heavytailed runtime distributions, in which case multiple independent runs (or, equivalently, random restarts) can yield parallelization speedups greater than the number of parallel processes [8] .
Multiple independent runs have also been used routinely in algorithm configuration (although we are not aware of any existing study that characterizes the runtime distributions of these procedures). In our research on PARAMILS, we have adopted the policy of performing 10 to 25 parallel independent runs, returning the configuration found by the run with best training performance [1, 4, 2, 3] , which can be formalized as follows:
Definition 1 (k-fold independent parallel version of configurator C). The k-fold independent parallel version of configurator C, denoted k × C, is the configurator that executes k runs of C in parallel, and whose incumbent at each time t is the incumbent of the run with the best training performance at time t.
For a given time budget, PARAMILS may not be able to evaluate target algorithm performance on all given training instances. In previous work, in such cases, we would sometimes measure training performance on the entire training set at the end of each of the independent configuration runs, selecting the final configuration based on those data. To keep computational costs manageable, we did not do this in the work described here. Also in previous work, we have observed that PARAMILS runs occasionally stagnate at rather poor configurations, and that in such cases k×PARAMILS can dramatically improve performance. However, to the best of our knowledge, this effect has never been quantified for PARAMILS, nor for any other AC procedure.
D-SMAC: SMAC with Distributed Target Algorithm Runs
Any state-of-the-art AC procedure could in principle be parallelized by distributing target algorithm runs over multiple cores. However, we are only aware of two examples from the literature describing AC solvers that implement such fine-grained parallelism. The first is the genetic algorithm GGA [5] ; however, GGA always uses eight local workers, regardless of machine architecture, and is unable to distribute runs on a cluster. Second, in our own PARAMILS variant BASICILS [4] , target algorithm runs were distributed over a cluster with 110 CPUs [11] . This, however, took advantage of the fact that BASIC-ILS performs a large number of runs for every configuration considered, and the same fact explains why our standard PARAMILS variant FOCUSEDILS typically outperforms BASICILS. 1 To the best of our knowledge, the effect of the number of parallel processes on overall performance has not been studied for any of these configurators.
Here, we present a general and principled method for adding fine-grained parallelization to SMAC, a recent model-based AC procedure [6] . SMAC is the focus of our current work, because (1) it achieves state-of-the-art performance for AC [6] and (2) model of algorithm performance promises to be useful beyond merely finding good configurations (e.g., for selecting informative problem instances or for gaining deeper insights into the impact of parameter settings on target algorithm performance).
SMAC operates in 4 phases (see Algorithm 1). First, it initializes its data and incumbent configuration θ inc -the best configuration seen thus far-using algorithm runs from an initial design. Then it iterates between learning a new model, selecting new configurations based on that model and performing additional runs to compare these selected configurations against the incumbent.
The selection of new configurations is performed by optimizing a desirability function d(θ) defined in terms of the model's predictive distribution for θ. This desirability function serves to address the exploration/exploitation tradeoff between learning about new, unknown parts of the parameter space and intensifying the search locally in the best known region. Having found an incumbent with training performance f min , SMAC uses a classic desirability function measuring the expected positive improvement over
Many other desirability functions have been defined, such as the probability of improvement 14] , and the optimistic confidence bound (−μ θ + λσ θ ) for λ > 0 [13, 15] . 2 High values of all of these desirability functions reward low predictive mean (to encourage minimization of the performance metric) and high predictive variance (to encourage exploration of new regions).
Several methods have been proposed for identifying multiple desirable inputs to be evaluated in parallel. Ginsbourger et al. [16] introduced the multipoints expected improvement criterion, as well as the "constant liar approach": greedily select one new input θ, using expected improvement, hallucinate that its response equals the current model's predictive mean μ θ , refit the model, and iterate. Jones [13] demonstrated that maximizing the optimistic confidence bound (−μ θ + λσ θ ) with different values of λ yields a diverse set of points whose parallel evaluation is useful.
In our distributed version of SMAC we follow this latter approach (slighly deviating from it by sampling λ uniformly at random from an exponential distribution with mean 1 instead of using a fixed set of values for λ), since it also allows for the selection step to be parallelized: each of k workers can sample a value for λ and then optimize (−μ θ + λσ θ ) independently. Surprisingly, although we originally chose it in order to facilitate parallelization, in our experiments we found that this modified desirability function sometimes substantially improved SMAC's performance and never substantially degraded it compared to the expected improvement criterion we used previously (see Table 2 in Section 4).
The simplest way to parallelize SMAC would be to maintain the structure of Algorithm 1, but to execute each major component in parallel, synchronizing afterwards. The initialization can be parallelized easily, as it consists of randomly chosen target algorithm runs. Model fitting also parallelizes, as SMAC uses random forest models: each tree can be learned independently, and even subtrees of a single tree are independent. Gathering k desirable and diverse configurations can be parallelized as described above, and one can also parallelize the comparison of these configurations against the incumbent. We experimented with this approach, but found that when running on a compute cluster, it suffered from high communication overhead: learning the model requires the full input data, and optimizing the desirability function requires the model. Furthermore, the model learning phase is unlikely to parallelize perfectly, since a constant fraction of the time for building a regression tree is spent at the root of the tree. While we can still parallelize perfectly across trees, we typically only use 10 trees in practice and are interested in scaling to much larger numbers of parallel processes.
The parallelized version of SMAC we present here (dubbed D-SMAC) is therefore based on a different approach, slightly changing the structure of SMAC to bypass the chokepoint wherein more workers are available than can meaningfully be used to learn the model. Algorithm 2 illustrates the new control flow. The important difference is that D-SMAC maintains a queue of algorithm runs that is replenished whenever its current state drops below the number of runs than can be handled in one iteration by the parallel processes available. The intensification step-which compares challengers to the incumbent-now merely queues up runs rather than executing them. The benefit is that a master process can learn the model and select desirable new configurations while worker processes are performing target algorithm runs (typically the most expensive operation in SMAC). The master could also execute target runs or parallelize model learning and selecting configurations as necessary, to further balance load with the workers. In our current implementation, we simply use a separate processor for SMAC's master thread; since the model overhead was low in our experiments, these master threads spent most of their time idling, and we started several master processes on a single CPU.
Algorithm 2. Distributed Sequential Model-Based Algorithm Configuration (D-SMAC)
Q is a queue of target algoritm runs to be executed; A is a set of runs currently assigned to workers; R keeps track of all executed runs and their performances (i.e., SMAC's training data); M is SMAC's model, and Θnew is a list of promising configurations. Initialize performs √ k runs for the default configuration and one run each for other configurations from a Latin Hypercube Design.
Input : Target algorithm with parameter configuration space Θ; instance set Π; cost metricĉ; number of workers, k Output : Optimized (incumbent) parameter configuration, θinc 1 Q ← Initialize(Θ, Π, 2k); 2 A ← ∅; Move first k runs from Q to A and start the workers; 3 repeat 4 Wait for workers to finish, move the finished runs from A to R; queueing software (in our case, Torque) listen on the designated files, carry out the requested target run, and write the resulting performance to designated output files to be read by the master. On the cluster we used, we found the overhead for this job dispatch mechanism to be comparable to starting jobs on the local machine. Larger-scale deployment of D-SMAC would benefit from the use of an experimental framework such as HAL [17] or EDACC [18] .
Experimental Setup
Our configuration experiments in this paper focus on the optimization of the solution quality that the mixed integer solver CPLEX can achieve in a fixed runtime. Specifically, we employed the five solution quality AC scenarios introduced in [2] , as well as one additional scenario described below. All of these AC scenarios use a lexicographic objective function that first minimizes the number of instances for which no feasible solution was found, and then breaks ties by the average optimality gap. To use this objective function in SMAC and D-SMAC (whose modelling step requires scalar objective functions), we counted the "optimality gap" of runs that did not find a feasible solution as 10 10 %. For a configuration scenario with test instance set S and fixed time limit per CPLEX run L, we defined the test performance of a configuration run R as the average optimality gap CPLEX achieved on S in runs with time limit L when using the incumbent parameter configuration of R. Throughout our experiments, in order to study the test performance of k × C, the kfold independent parallel version of AC procedure C, we employed a bootstrap analysis.
Given a large population P of independent runs of C, we evaluated k × C by repeatedly drawing k runs of C from P (with repetitions) and computing the test performance of the best of the k runs (best in terms of training performance). This process yielded a bootstrap distribution of test performance; we plot the median of this distribution at each time step, show boxplots for the final state and carry out a Mann-Whitney U-test for differences across different configurators (or different parallelization options).
To carry out a robust bootstrap analysis of k × C, a population of roughly 3 · k runs of C is required. Since we wanted to evaluate the benefit of up to 64 independent runs, we had to run each configurator 200 times on each configuration scenario. As a result, we carried out over 5000 configuration runs, more than in all of our previously published works on AC combined. Note that each individual configuration run involved thousands of target algorithm runs. In total, the experiments for this paper (including offline validation) took roughly 20 CPU years.
To fit within this time budget, we kept the original, relatively small configuration budget for the five AC scenarios taken from [2] : five hours per AC run and ten seconds per CPLEX run. Since the machines we used 4 are a (surprisingly constant) factor of just above 2 times faster than the machines used in [2] , we divided both the runtime for configuration runs and for individual CPLEX runs by 2 to keep the characteristics of the AC scenarios as similar as possible to previously published work.
For the same reason, we used exactly the same parameter configuration space of CPLEX 12.1, and the same mixed integer problems (MIPs) as in the original scenarios from [2] . Briefly, we considered 76 parameters that directly affect the performance of CPLEX. We carefully kept all parameters fixed that change the problem formulation (e.g., numerical precision parameters). The 76 parameters we selected affect all aspects of CPLEX. They include 12 preprocessing parameters; 17 MIP strategy parameters; 11 cut parameters; 9 MIP limits parameters; 10 simplex parameters; 6 barrier optimization parameters; and 11 further parameters. Table 1 gives an overview of these parameters and of the MIP benchmarks we used; full details can be found in [2] .
To study whether our findings for the short configuration runs above translate to longer runs of the most recent CPLEX version (12. 3) on more challenging benchmark sets, we also carried out experiments on a new configuration scenario. The MIP instances in this scenario come from the domain of computational sustainability; they model the spread of the endangered red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW), conditional on decisions about certain parcels of land to be protected. We generated 2000 instances using the generator from [24] (using the five hardest of their eleven maps). CPLEX 12.3's default configuration could solve 7% of these instances in two minutes and 75% in one hour. The objective in our RCW configuration scenario was to minimize the optimality gap CPLEX could achieve within two minutes, and the AC budget was two days.
Throughout our experiments, we accounted for the inherent runtime overheads for building and using models, but we did not count the constant overhead of starting jobs (either as part of the per-run budget or of the configuration budget), since this can be reduced to almost zero in a production system. We computed the wall clock time for each iteration of D-SMAC as the maximum of the master's model learning time and the maximum of the CPU times of the parallel algorithm runs it executed in parallel.
Experiments
We studied the parallelization speedups obtained by using multiple independent runs and by using fine-grained parallelism in D-SMAC. As a side result, we were able to show for the first time that SMAC (in its sequential version) achieves state-of-the-art performance for optimizing a measure of solution quality that can be obtained in a fixed time (rather than minimizing the runtime required to solve a problem).
Multiple Independent Runs
First, we assessed the baseline performance of the three sequential AC procedures we used: PARAMILS, SMAC, and D-SMAC(1). PARAMILS has been shown to achieve state-of-the-art performance for the five configuration scenarios we study here [2] , and Table 2 demonstrates that SMAC and D-SMAC(1) perform competitively, making all procedures natural candidates for parallelization. The right part of Table 2 compares the performance of the multiple independent run versions 25×PARAMILS, 25×SMAC, and 25×D-SMAC, showing that PARAMILS benefitted more from multiple runs than the two SMAC versions. The raw data (not shown) explains this: the variance of PARAMILS's performance was higher than for either SMAC version. Table 3 quantifies the speedups gained by multiple independent runs of the AC procedures. For the two versions of SMAC, speedups were consistent and sometimes near-perfect with up to 4 independent runs. Due to larger performance variation Table 3 . Speedups achieved by using independent parallel runs of various AC procedures C. We give the speedups of 4 × C over C, 16 × C over 4 × C, and 64 × C over 16 × C. The speedup of procedure C1 over procedure C2 is defined as the time allocated to C2 divided by the time C1 required to reach (at least) C2's final solution quality. We do not report speedups of 16 × C and 64 × C over C directly since C often found very poor results in the small configuration budget allowed, the time to find which is not indicative of a procedure's ultimate performance. between independent runs, the parallelization speedups obtained for PARAMILS were more pronounced: perfect or higher-than-perfect speedups were observed for all scenarios with up to 4 independent runs, and the speedup factor obtained when moving from 4 to 16 independent parallel runs was still almost 4. Figures 1 and 2 visualize the speedups achieved for two representative configuration scenarios. As the left column of Figure 1 shows, for benchmark set Regions200 additional independent runs yielded consistent speedups in wall clock time for all configurators. The right column shows that, as the runtime spent in a PARAMILS or D-SMAC (1) run increases for this benchmark set, k×PARAMILS and k×D-SMAC(1) tend to use their combined CPU time about as well as their respective sequential versions with a k-fold larger time budget. Figure 2 visualizes the results for benchmark set CORLAT, showing an interesting effect by which k×PARAMILS and k×SMAC can actually perform worse in their early phases as k increases. This effect is due to the fact that training 
Wall clock time
Combined CPU time spent Table 4 . Wall clock speedups over D-SMAC(1) with different numbers of distributed workers in SMAC. The speedup of procedure C1 over procedure C2 is defined as the time allocated to C2 divided by the time C1 required to reach (at least) C2's final solution quality. For consistency with Table 3 , we give the speedups of 4 × C over C, 16 × C over 4 × C, and 64 × C over 16 × C. We also report the speedups of 16 × C over C, and of 64 × C over C. performance can be negatively correlated with progress in the early phase of the search; 5 it is clearly visible as the crossing of lines in Figure 2 (left column). Another interesting effect for this scenario is that 4×PARAMILS achieved higher-than-perfect speedups (visible as the crossing of lines for PARAMILS in the right column of Figure 2 ).
Distributed SMAC
We now evaluate the parallelization speedups obtained by D-SMAC with a varying number of parallel worker processes. As shown in Table 4 , these speedups were greater than those for multiple independent runs, with near-perfect speedups up to 16 workers and speedup factors between 1.2 and 2.6 for increasing the number of workers by another factor of 4 to 64. Overall, D-SMAC(64)'s speedups in the time required to find configurations of the same quality as D-SMAC (1) were between 21 and 52. Figure 3 visualizes the results for three configuration scenarios. The left side of this figure demonstrates that the substantial speedups D-SMAC achieved with additional workers were consistent across scenarios and across D-SMAC's trajectory. 6 In particular, speedups for early phases of the search were much more robust than for parallelization by multiple independent runs. The right side of Figure 3 demonstrates that D-SMAC(p) used its combined CPU time almost as well as D-SMAC (1) would, but required a factor p less wall clock time. Figure 4 shows that 1× D-SMAC(64) tended to perform better than the other combinations across all domains and time budgets. Table 5 shows that, given the same time budget of 10 CPU hours (or 562.5 wall seconds on 64 processors), 1× D-SMAC(64) statistically significantly outperformed all other combinations we tested in parallelization multiple independent runs of D-SMAC might be more beneficial, they do provide evidence that D-SMAC's fine-grained parallelization strategy is effective.
Evaluation on a Hard Instance Distribution
Finally, we investigated whether similar speedups could be obtained for configuration on more challenging benchmark sets, comparing the performance of PARAMILS, SMAC, D-SMAC(1), and D-SMAC(64) for configuration scenario RCW. We performed 200 runs of PARAMILS and SMAC with a configuration budget of 2 days each, as well as 25 runs of D-SMAC(64) with a budget of three wall clock hours (for a combined budget of 8 CPU days). Figure 6 shows median test performance for each of these procedures. While the SMAC variants did not yield noticeable improvements over the CPLEX default configuration in its time budget, PARAMILS found somewhat better configurations. D-SMAC(64) already improved over the default configuration after roughly 20 wall clock minutes, required less than one wall clock hour to find a configuration as good as the one PARAMILS found after 2 days, and consistently improved afterwards. We also studied the performance of 25×PARAMILS, 25×SMAC, 25×D-SMAC(1), and 25×D-SMAC(64) for this benchmark set. Multiple independent runs improved the performance of all configurators. 25×D-SMAC(64) performed best, requiring roughly two hours to achieve the performance 25×PARAMILS and 25×D-SMAC(1) achieved in two days. It also matched D-SMAC(64)'s final performance in roughly a quarter of the time and found substantially better configurations afterwards. While a single run of D-SMAC (1600) might have yielded even better performance (we did not try, for lack of computing resources), this result shows that even AC procedures that implement large-scale fine-grained parallelism can benefit from performing multiple independent runs.
Conclusion
Parallel computing is key to reducing the substantial amount of time required by automatic algorithm configuration methods. Here, we presented the first comparative study of the two fundamental approaches for parallelizing automated configuration procedures-multiple independent runs and fine-grained parallelization-investigating how effective each of them is in isolation and to which extent they complement each other. We showed that the generic multiple independent runs parallelization approach is suprisingly effective when applied to the state-of-the-art configuration procedures PARAMILS and SMAC. We also introduced D-SMAC, a fine-grained parallelization of the state-of-the-art model-based algorithm configuration procedure SMAC, and showed that it achieves even better parallelization efficiencies, with speedups up to around 50 when using 64 parallel worker processes on a cluster of standard quad-core machines. Overall, we showed that using 64 parallel workers can reduce the wall clock time necessary for a range of challenging algorithm configuration tasks from 2 days to 1-2 hours. We believe that reductions of this magnitude substantially expand the practical applicability of existing algorithm configuration procedures and further facilitate their integration into the algorithm design process.
